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ABSTRACT 

TheF/A-18 High Off-Boresight System(HOBS)is a critical componentfor 

surviving in future air-to-air combatin the Within Visual Range(WYR)arena The 

HOBS system is comprised ofthe pilot,F/A-18 Strike/Fighter aircraft, Joint Helmet-

Mounted Cueing System(JHMCS),F/A-18 air-to-air Radar,and the AIM-9X Sidewinder 

launch and leave,short-range missile. The primary focus ofthis thesis is an evaluation of 

the Joint Helmet-Mounted Cueing System as a controlfor cueing high off-boresight 

weapons and sensors. 

The author ofthis thesis is the currentHOBS(JHMCS and AIM-9X)project pilot. 

While performing other HOBS developmental testflights in parallel,the authorflew 16 

ACM test missionsfrom October 1999 to February 2000. The resultsfrom these flights 

have been compiled for use in this thesis. 

TheHOBSshowed tremendous tactical utility m the WYR arena. TheHOBS 

allowed the pilot to monitor critical aircraft-state information such as airspeed, altitude, 

and load factor while simultaneously keeping sight ofthe target at high off-boresight 

angles. TheJHMCS proved effective as a controllerforcueing the Sidewinder and 

Radar. The system showed excellent capability for obtaining multiple Sidewinder 

acquisitions on targets at high off-boresight angles. The mechanization for transitioning 

from oneJHMCS cueing mode to another was less than optimum and showed the greatest 

need for improvement. 
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CHAPTER1 

Introduction 

Background 

The United States Navy(USN)and United States AirForce(USAF)developed a 

requirementfor a high off-boresight,air-to-air weapon system to enable the warfighter to 

regain the combat advantage in the air-to-air, Within Visual Range(WVR)arena. The 

services teamed together to develop the High Off-Boresight System(HOBS)to meetthis 

requirement. TheHOBS is planned for integration on the F/A-18,F-15,F-16,and F-22 

fighter aircraft. The lead development platforms are the F/A-18(USN)and the F-15 

(USAF). The currentHOBS is comprised ofthe pilot,F/A-18 or F-15fighter aircraft. 

Joint Helmet-Mounted Cueing System(JHMCS),F/A-18 or F-15 air-to-air Radar,and 

the AIM-9X Sidewinderlaunch and leave,short-range missile. 

In addition to its HOBS capability,the JHMCS will provide the aircrew with the 

capability to cue on-board weapons and sensors to the pilot's Lme-of-Sight(LOS), 

visually confirm seeker and sensor position,and monitor aircraft-state information such 

as altitude and airspeed. In the air-to-ground role,the JHMCS will enhance lethality and 

survivability by reducing target acquisition time. 

Scope 

While the HOBS is a multi-platform system,the scope ofthis thesis will only encompass 

Its integration on the USN F/A-18. While abroad overview ofthe HOBS is presented,a 

more detailed description ofthe system is outlined to support the human factors 



evaluation ofthe JHMCS as a controller for cueing the F/A-18 Helmet Acquisition 

(HACQ)Radar mode and the Sidewinder missile during WVR,air-to-air combat. 

Method ofResearch 

The author ofthis thesis is the currentHOBS(JHMCS and AIM-9X)project pilot 

and the only USN test pilotflying and evaluating the HOBSfor its utility in the WVR 

combatenvironment. Training and test missions designed to simulate the WVR arena are 

known as Air CombatManeuvenng(ACM)missions. ACM missionsinvolve multiple 

aircraft and the rules-of-engagement allow for role swapping between shooter and target. 

ACM missionsflown for this evaluation involved one test aircraft versus one target 

aircraft. The test aircraft was an F/A-18 equipped with the HOBS. The target aircraft 

was an F/A-18 or F-15equipped with the HOBSor an existing weapon system. While 

performing other HOBS developmental testflights in parallel,the authorflew 16 ACM 

test missions from October 1999 to February 2000. Atthe end ofeach ACM mission,a 

flightsummary wascompiled which evaluated the current system performance(as 

designed)for its utility m the WVR arena. Each flightsummary was submitted to the 

program for review along with recommendations for software and hardware fixes. These 

results have been compiled to support the human factors evaluation ofthe HOBSfor the 

fighter pilot's imssion. TheSHEL model[1]was used as theframework for both the 

HOBS description and human factors evaluation. TheSHEL modelis a method of 

describing a complex system according to its Software,Hardware,Environment and 

Liveware components. Additionally,theSHEL model provides a systematic approach 

for describing and evaluating the integration ofsystem components. 



CHAPTER2 

System Description 

Liveware 

CombatPilot 

USN combat pilots employing the HOBS will vary greatly in skill and expenence. 

Experience levels will varyfromjunior pilots who havejustjoined their first squadron to 

Commanding Officers with 15 years ofexperience. While the HOBS mustbe designed 

to accommodate the entire population,the primaryfocus mustbe on the lowestcommon 

denominator(thejunior pilot). Ajunior pilot is ready to go to combatupon arrival at his 

or her first squadron. Thejunior pilot will havejust completed pnmary aircraft training 

in the F/A-18 and may have as little as400total flight hours with only200in the F/A-18. 

Thejunior pilot's total experience against air-to-air targets may consist ofas little as 20 

training flights. 

Thecombat pilot population is comprised ofboth males and females. These 

pilots vary greatly m body and head size. Head length,width and diameter are critical 

JHMCS design issues. TheJHMCS mustbe able to accommodate the entire F/A-18 pilot 

population using current production USN helmet sizes[5]. 

TestPilot 

The currentHOBS project test pilot and author ofthis thesis has amassed over 

1700flight hours(1200m the F/A-18)and flown over25 different aircraft. Asone of 

only two USN test pilots conducting Developmental Testand Evaluation(DT&E)for the 

HOBS project,the author has flown over80% ofthe developmental test missions and all 

3 



ofthe ACM missions Evaluations,conclusions and recommendations discussed in this 

thesis have been the sole work ofthe HOBS project test pilot. 

The test pilot evaluates a system's performance and ease ofuse compared to an 

ideal system. An ideal system is a system thatajunior pilot could operate proficiently 

without additional training. Pilot actions required to operate the ideal system would be so 

intuitive and well integrated into the F/A-18 thatthey would need no explanation. While 

the ideal system does not exist,it is a benchmarkfor comparison. 

Environment 

Overview 

TheHOBS is a multiple service, multiple platform system,used for both air-to-air 

and air-to-ground missions during day and nightconditions[2]. The HOBS was designed 

to~ assist the pilot during visual acquisition ofboth air-to-air and air-to-ground targets. 

Within Visual Range CombatArena 

TheHOBS was designed pnmarily for the WVRcombat arena. The WVR arena 

IS defined by an air-to-air engagementthat has degraded to the point where both fighter 

and enemy aircraft are within approximately five miles ofeach other(within visual 

sight). This particular scenano usually requires dynamic flight,involving high load 

factors and extreme aircraft maneuvenng. Prior to the HOBS it was necessary for the 

pilot to point the nose ofthe aircraft directly at the target before employing its weapons. 

This required both a highly maneuverable aircraft,and the necessity to focus entirely on 

positioning the aircraft. The adventofthe HOBS will allow the pilot to cue air-to-air 



weapons towards a target by merely looking atthem. While dynamic maneuvering may 

still be necessary,the HOBS capabilities serve to relax the maneuvenng required to 

obtain weapons launch capability. TheHOBS must notimpede the pilot's ability to fly at 

increased load factors where any additional weight(added by the JHMCS to the helmet) 

will be multiplied,by up to nine times,to the pilot's neck and head Additionally,the 

need to continuously see an airborne target during an engagement dictates the 

requirement to maximize the pilot's field ofview(FOV). TheHOBS,with its additional 

hardware,must notfurther impedeFOV. 

Speciiac EngagementScenarios 

While It IS importantfor the HOBS to operate throughoutthe entire WVR 

envelope,there are two specific scenarios where HOBS was designed to excel. The 

HOBS was designed to give the pilot first-shoot capability in the one-circle and two-

circle engagement,figure 1. 

Af
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\ 

One-Circle Engagement Two-Circle Engagement 

Figure 1. One-Circle and Two-Circle Engagements 

These engagementscenanos usually begin with two aircraft approaching each otherfrom 

a distance ofgreater than five miles. Inside offive miles the aircraft see each other 
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visually and fly their aircraft to pass as close as possible at the merge. After the merge, 

each aircraft turns to engage the other. Both aircraft turning towards the same direction 
) 

(east) will result in a one-circle engagement. Both aircraft tuming towards opposite 

directions(one east,one west)will result in a two-circle engagement. The aircraft 

whose weapon has the highest off-boresight capability will win the fight. Almost all 

engaged maneuvering m the WVR environmentinvolves someform ofthe one or two-

circle engagement 

Cockpit 

All ofthe USN F/A-18 aircraft targeted for the HOBS are single-pilot,single-seat 

fighter aircraft. The cockpit, maximized for the WVRenvironment,contains a bubble 

canopy for maximumFOV(approximately 340degrees). The only visual obstruction 

within the canopyFOV is the portion ofthe seat behind the pilot's head. A cockpit anti-g 

system connects to the pilot's g-suit and increases the pilot's load factor capability. Each 

cockpit is pressunzed,air conditioned,and heated via an environmentalcontrol system. 

Hardware 

JointHelmet-Mounted Cueing System 

Overview 

TheJHMCS is a controller, which provides to the pilotthe capability to visually 

cue weapons and sens'ors to the helmetLOS. TheJHMCS also acts as a display by 

presenting weapon and sensorLOS as well as aircraft-state information. TheJHMCS, 

figure 2,is comprised ofa Helmet-Mounted Display,an Electronics Unit,a Cockpit Unit, 

6 
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a Control Panel,a Magnetic Transmitter Unit,a Seat Position Sensor,and a Helmet 

Vehicle Interface[3]. 

HelmetDisplay Unit 

Control 
-CRT 

MagneticTransmitter 
- Camera Unit(MTU) 
-ABC y' 

•Up-iook(s) 
•MRU 

^Helmet Vehicle 

Interface(HVI) 

Seat Position Sensor 

''(SPS) Cockpit
Unit 

(CU) 

Electronics Unit(EU) 

Figure 2. JHMCS System Segments 

Helmet-Mounted Display 

The Helmet-Mounted Display(HMD),figure 3,includes the helmet shell, 

universal connector,helmetcabling,visor,and the Helmet Display Unit. The helmet 

shell is based upon the lightweight,HGU-55/P helmet shell, weighing approximately two 

pounds[3]. The universal connector attaches the Helmet Display Unit to the helmet 

shell. The helmetcabling(part ofthe Helmet Vehicle Interface)attaches the helmet shell 

to the aircraft. TheHMD weighs approximately four pounds. 



tii^ 

Figure 3. Helmet-Mounted Display 

Visor 

The visor acts as the optical element for displaying symbology to the pilot. The 

main display,a monocular 20-degreeFOYimage,will be displayed onto the visor in 

front ofthe pilot's right eye. The left uplook cursor will be displayed above and to the 

left ofthe pilot's left eye,while the right uplook cursor will be displayed above and to the 

right ofthe pilot's right eye. There are currently two visors available,one tented visor for 

day use and one clear visor for night use[3]. The visors are coated with neutral density 

reflective material. The reflective material is only applied to the visor in the location at 

which the main display and uplook cursors will be displayed [2]. 

HelmetDisplay Unit 

The Helmet Display Unit(HDU)is a removable assembly that is attached to the 

top ofthe helmet shell via the universal connector,figure 4. TheHDU contains a 

Cathode Ray Tube and Optics assembly,black and white video camera.Automatic 

Brightness Control Sensor,two uplook cursors,and a Magnetic Receiver Unit[3]. While 



�  

the Magnetic Receiver Unit is part ofthe HDU it will be discussed separately from the 

other HDU components. 
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Figure 4. Helmet Display Unit Components 

Cathode Rav Tube Disulav and Ootics Assembl 

The V2inch Cathode Ray Tube(CRT)projects a collimated display directly on to 

the visor[2]. It is designed to position the CRTimage(on the visor)in front ofthe 

pilot's right eye with a20degree FOV[2,3]- The V2inch CRT waschosen for use on the 

HMD because it exhibited the best tradeoffbetween weight and optical performance[8]. 

Video Camera 

The video system is an off-the-shelfblack and white video camera[2]. The 

camera'sFOV coincides with the HMD's20degree circular FOV so that the graphics 

processor in the Electronic Unitcan properly overlay symbology on to the video. The 

composite video ofthe outside scene and the HMDsymbology is outputfor recording 

purposes[4]. 



 
 

 

Automatic Brightness ControlSensor 

The Automatic Brightness Control Sensoris used to determine ambientlight*and 

automatically adjustthe CRT brightness to maintain a constant display ratio[4]. 

Uplook Cursor 

The uplook cursor is a LightEmitting Diode(LED)which,when activated, 

illuminates a reticle on the visor over each eye outside theFOV oftheHMD main 

display. The uplook cursors provide additional cueing capability(compared to helmet 

LOS)for earlier target acquisition in the WVR arena. The uplook cursors will allow for 

enhanced utility ofoff-boresight sensors beyond the range ofhuman head motion[5]. 

TheHDU containstwo uplook cursors,both left and right, which are displayed(one at a 

time)symmetrically abouttheHMD boresight,figure 5. 

\ . / 
\ / 
\ / 

\ 
30 deg 

\, / 

275 deg 275 deg 

Figure 5. HMD Uplook Cursor Position 

When the uplook cursors are activated,either the left or right uplook cursor is displayed 

based on horizontal head position. TheHMD will switchfrom one uplook cursor to the 

other when the horizontal head position has moved past aircraft boresight plus the 

hysteresis band[3],figure 6. 
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Helmet LOS must travel 30 degrees 
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to the other side 

\ 
-90 deg AZ .+90 deg AZ 

Figure 6. HMD Uplook Cursor Hysteresis 

ControlPanel 

The ControlPanel(CP)is located on the nghtside ofthe instrument panel. The 

CP contains a dualfunction,rheostat type,ON/OFF Brightness knob. Turning the knob 

clockwise turns the JHMCS system on and increases theHMD brightness.Turning the 

knob counter-clockwise decreases theHMD bnghtness and tumsthe system off[3]. 

Electronic Unit 

The Electronic Unit(EU)interfaces between the JHMCS system components and 

the aircraft's Mission Computers via a digital 1553 bus. TheEU is located m the upper 

equipmentbay behind the pilot's seat,figure 7. TheEU contains the necessary power 

and processing to dnve theHMD[4]. It consists ofthefour following distinct electronic 

cards: alow voltage power supply,a line-of-sight module,a series ofcentral processor 

cards,and a graphics processor/display driver[3]. TheEU performsIme-of-sight 

computations,graphics processing and display,and provides externally selectable video 

generation[4]. 
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Figure 7. Electronics Unit 

Magnetic Transmitter Unit 

The Magnetic Transmitter Unit(MTU)is mounted in the canopy sill, figure 8. 

The MTU contains three orthogonal wound coils that represent the"baseline"X,Y and 

Z-axes ofthe system. The MTU produces three orthogonal Alternating Current(AC) 

magnetic fields in the cockpit. The magnetic fields flood the cockpit and are sensed by 

the Magnetic Receiver Unitlocated in the HDU. The resultant signals are amplified, 

digitized,and then transmitted to the EU,which computes helmetLOS bycomparing the 

resultant signal with the"baseline"signal[4]. The amount that the resultant signal is 

altered by existing metal in the cockpit must be measured so that it can be accounted for 

during the LOS computations. These measurements are compiled toform the cockpit 

magnetic map,which is stored in the MTU and loaded into theEU during system power-



MTU 

Figure 8. Magnetic Transmitter Unit 

Magnetic Receiver Unit 

The Magnetic Receiver Unit(MRU)coil assembly is a miniature version ofthe 

MTU assembly The MTU-produced magnetic field induces a signal into the MRU. The 

MRU transmits this signal to the EU. TheEU computes the helmetLOS bycomparing 

the MRU signal to the"baseline"MTU magnetic field [4]. 

Cockpit Unit 

The Cockpit Unit(CU)is located in the F/A-18's leftequipmentbay,figure9. 

TheCU contains a High VoltagePower Supply(HYPS),which generates the high 

voltage needed to power the CRT display in theHDU[4]. 
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Figure 9. Cockpit Unit 

Seat Position Sensor 

The Seat Position Sensor(SPS)is located on the lower right side ofthe cockpit 

behind the ejection seat[2]. The SPS is a linear potentiometer,whose output is 

proportional to seat position [4]. The effect seat position has on the magnetic map must 

be taken into account by theEU during helmetLOS computation [4]. 

Helmet Vehicle Interface 

Overview 

The Helmet Vehicle Interface(HVI)system provides the cabling between the 

helmet and the aircraft's avionics. The system is comprised ofan upper HVIcable and a 

lower HVIcable,figure 10. The universal connector provides the capability to remove 

the HDUfrom the helmet shell. The upper HVIis attached to the helmet and integrates 

with the pilot's flight gear. Thelower HVIcable originates in the aircraft[4]. 



Figure 10. Helmet Vehicle Interface 

Upper HVICable 

The upper HVIcable is attached to the rear ofthe helmet shell. It is comprised of 

the Helmet Release Connector(HRC)and the upper halfofthe Quick Disconnect 

Connector(QDC),figure 11. The HRC provides a one-time disconnect in the event of 

helmetloss during ejection [4]. The QDCis the primary day-to-day interface between 

the pilot and the aircraft,which provides the capability to connect and disconnect via a 

release button located on the upper halfofthe QDC[2]. Additionally,the QDC is the 

primary disconnect component during an ejection or ground egress. The upper halfofthe 

QDC is attached to the left side ofthe pilot's torso harness via a mounting bracket. 

During ejection or egress the mounting bracket will absorb any disconnect loads, 

preventing injury to the pilot's head or neck[3]. 



Figure 11. QDC and HRC 

Lower HVIcable 

The lower HVIcable is attached to the pilot via the lower halfofthe QDC,figure 

11. A steel lanyard mounted to the aircraft structure will disengage the QDClocking 

mechanism during an ejection or emergency egress. Thelower HVIcable is attached to 

the aircraft via the In-line Release Connector(IRC). TheIRC will provide a one-time 

disconnect as emergency back up for the QDC[3]. 

F/A-18 

Aircraft 

The F/A-18 is a twin engine strike fighter designed for use by the USN and 

United States Marine Corps(USMC). The F/A-18 has been in the United States 

inventory since 1987,"figure 12. Operationally,the USN uses a single seat carrier based 

version ofthe aircraft while the USMC uses both the single and dual seat versions. The 



USN and USMCemploy the F/A-18 in both the air-to-air and air-to-ground combat 

mission. The F/A-18 is capable ofperforming both ofthese missions on the same flight. 

Figure 12. F/A-18 Strike Fighter 

The F/A-18 is a highly maneuverable,highly flexible weapons carriage and 

delivery platform. It contains a nose-mounted 20 millimeter cannon with both air-to-air 

and air-to-ground capability. The F/A-18 can carry the AIM-9M/X Sidewinder,AIM-7 

Sparrow,and the AIM-120AMRAAM air-to-air missiles. For the air-to-ground combat 

mission,the F/A-18 can carry a large assortmentofgravity bombs and smart weapons 

[3]. It can also carry targeting and navigation sensors such as the Forward-Looking 

Infrared(FLIR). 

The F/A-18 can operate in one ofthree master modes: navigation,air-to-air,and 

air-to-ground. When a particular master mode is selected,the aircraft automatically 

tailors on-board systems to maximize the aircraft's capability for that mission. The F/A-

18 utilizes two onboard Mission Computers(MC)to communicate and control aircraft 

avionics. Mission Computer#1(MCl),referred to as the Navigation Computer, 

performs processing for navigation,control and display management,aircraft Built-in-

Test(BIT),and status monitoring. Mission Computer#2(MC2),known as the Weapon 



 

 

Delivery Computer,performs processing for air-to-air and air-to-ground,tactical control 

and display,and backup navigation should MCl fail[3]. 

The F/A-18 is comprised ofmany displays and controls capable ofcontrolling a 

multitude ofweapons and sensors. Only the displays and controls relative to the HOBS 

will be discussed. 

Displays 

The aircraft contains three integrated controller/displays that are used by the 

JHMCS. These displays are the Heads Up Display(HUD)and the left and right Digital 

Display Indicators(DDI). TheHUD,figure 13,displays aircraft-state information 

including altitude,airspeed and load factor. It also provides weapon and sensor position 

information. 
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Figure 13. Heads Up Display 
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The aircraft's two DDIs,figure 14,provide JHMCS configuration information as well as 

an indication ofsystem health. 
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Figure 14. Digital Display Indicator 

Controllers 

The aircraft's HUD functions as a controller for slaving weapons and sensors, as 

well as designating air-to-ground targets. The aircraft's two DDIs provide a means for 

programming HOBS configuration. By pressing pushtiles, which surround the DDI, the 

pilot can perform functions such as HMD symbology rejection, as well as select sensors 

and weapons for cueing. 

The Dual Throttle Control contains two HOBS related controllers, the Target 

Designator Controller (TDC) and the Cage/Uncage (C/UC) button, figure 15. The TDC 

is used during the HMD alignment process. The CAJC button is used for controlling the 

Sidewinder slaving source as well as commanding or breaking a Sidewinder track. Both 

the TDC and the C/UC button are well positioned and mechanized for ease of use in high 

workload scenarios. 
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CAJCButton. 

Figure 15. Dual Throttle Control 

The Flight Control Stick,figure 16,contains the following three HOBS related 

controls; the Weapon Select Switch,the Sensor Control Switch,and the trigger. The 

Weapon Select Switch can select one ofthe following five air-to-air weapons: AIM-9M, 

AIM-9X,AIM-7,AIM-120,and the air-to-air gun. The Sensor Control Switch has a 

multitude offunctions. When the JHMCS is operating,pushing forward on the Sensor 

Control Switch puts the Radar in HACQ mode. Pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch 

(ifalready in HACQ)selects the uplook cursors. All three ofthe Flight Control Stick, 

HOBS related controls are well-positioned and intuitive to use. 



Sensor Control Switch 

Trigger 

-Weapon Select Switch 

Figure 16. Flight Control Stick 

F/A-18 Air To Air Radar(APG-73) 

The APG-73 Radar is a multiple Pulse Repetition Frequency(PRF),multi-mode 

attack Radar system with sophisticated electronic counter-countermeasure features 

mounted in the nose ofthe F/A-18. The Radar provides rapid acquisition ofshort-range 

targets and excellent head-on capability against long-range,high closing rate targets. 

Features which enhance the APG-73's capability in the WVRcombat arena are: tail-

aspect,look-down capability,high antenna angular track rates,frequency agility to 

alleviate scintillation effects atclose range,and rapid automatic acquisitions modes[3]. 

The Radar is capable ofsupporting the AIM-120and AIM-7 Radar guided air-to-air 

missiles as well as provide slaving cues to the AIM-9M/X launch and leave,short-range 

missiles. 

When the aircraft is in the air-to-air master mode,the Radar has short-range 

acquisition modes known as ACM modes. When the aircraft is in the ACM condition, 

the ACM modes are selectable using the Sensor Control Switch. There is one set of 



 

ACM modes when the JHMCS is either notinstalled or notoperating,and another set of 

ACM modes when the JHMCS is operating. WithouttheJHMCS,pushingforward on 

the Sensor Control Switch puts the aircraft in the ACM cqndition and selects Radar 

Boresight(BST)mode. In BST mode,the Radaris commanded to the aircraft's LOS^d 

can track targets up to 10nm in range. Selecting afton the Sensor Control Switch selects 

the Vertical Acquisition(VACQ)Radar mode. In VACQ,the Radar scans an area50 

degrees above to 10 degrees below aircraft boresight. The scan is six degrees wide and 

can track targets up to five nm in range. When theJHMCS is operating,pushingforward 

on the Sensor Control Switch puts the aircraft in the ACM condition and selects Radar 

HACQ mode. HACQ slaves the Radar to the helmetLOS. Selecting aft on the Sensor 

Control Switch activates theHMD uplook cursors[3]. 

HelmetAcquisition Mode 

The Helmet Acquisition mode(HACQ)is selected by pushing the Sensor Control 

Switch forward when the JHMCS is operating and the aircraft is in the air-to-air master 

mode. In HACQ,the Radar is commanded to theHMDLOS and is able to lock aircraft 

I ' 

up to 10nm m range. HACQ uses a mediumPRFfrequency(differentfrom theBST 

Radar mode),that is tailored forHMD slaving. WhenHACQis selected,a 3.3 degree 

dashed circle is displayed on the HMD. Thesystem is designed to allow the Radar to 

automatically transition to track as soon as a targetis placed within the dashed circle. 
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AIIVI-9M/X Sidewinder,ShortRange Air-to-Air Missile 

Overview 

The AIM-9M/X Sidewinder is a launch and leave,short range,air-to-air missile 

that will be carried on USN,USAFand USMC aircraft. The AIM-9M missile is 

currently in service throughout the United States Armed Forces. While it can be 

integrated with the JHMCS,it has limited off-boresight capability. The AIM-9X missile, 

figure 17,is a major modification to the AIM-9M with improved acquisition range,off-

boresight capability, maneuverability,background discrimination,probability of kill,and 

counter-countermeasure performance. The AIM-9X is currently undergoing 

developmental test in parallel with the JHMCS as part ofthe HOBS. The AIM-9X seeker 

may be slaved by a host ofsensors including the Radar and the JHMCS. The generic 

term Sidewinder will apply to all variants ofAIM-9M/X. Subjects pertaining to a 

particular variant(such as AIM-9X)will be stated explicitly. 

Figure 17. AIM-9X missile 

Sidewinder Tones 

The AIM-9M/X Sidewinder has three audible tones. The white noise tone is 

transmitted when there is no target in the Sidewinder seeker field-of-regard(FOR). The 

Acquisition tone is a medium pitch growl that is transmitted when there is a trackable 

target in the Sidewinder seekerFOR. When the Sidewinder has transitioned to a track,a 



high-pitched track tone is transihitted. Before the Sidewinder will transition to track,the 

system performs an Angle-of-Coincidence(AOC)check between the Sidewinder and the 

cueing source. This ensures that the Sidewinder only tracks whatis being cued[3]. 

Sidewinder Acquisition Modes 

The Sidewinder has two acquisition modes,which are AUTOand the default 

manual mode. In manual mode,when the Sidewinder has a targetin the seekerFOR,and 

the acquisition tone is being transmitted,the pilot must press the C/UC button to 

command the Sidewinder to track. The AUTO mode will allow the Sidewinder to 

automatically transition to track whenever a trackable target is in the SidewinderFOR. 

The pilot can cycle back and forth between the AUTO and the manual modeby pressing 

the C/UC button for more than 0.8 seconds at atime. AUTO is displayed atthe bottom 

oftheHUD andHMD when it is selected[3]. 

Software 

Overview 

While software encompasses alarge group oftopics including regulations, written 

documents and system requirements,the primary focus will be the computer software 

required to operate and control the JHMCS. 

15CSystem Configuration Set 

The ISC System Configuration Set(SCS),is the software build thatcontrols most 

ofthe F/A-18's display functionality. The aircraft's two mission computers MCl and 
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MC2execute the 15CSCS software The MCs(via the software)control the orientation 

and formatofsymbology displayed on the aircraft's two DDIs and HUD. The DDIs 

display symbology m a menu/pageformat that is controlled by pressing the menu 

pushtile(positioned bottom/center on either DDI).The Tactical(TAG)page and Support 

(SUPT)page are the two top-level pages. The pilot can cycle back and forth between 
/ 

these two pages by selecting the menu pushtile. Sub-levels(pages),relative to a 

particular system,are selected via pushtilefrom theTAG orSUPT page. Pages 

associated with the JHMGS are accessed from the SUPT menu and arp only available 

when power has been applied to the JHMGS via the ON/OFF/Brightness knob. 

Software Configuration Menu 

The software configuration page displays the software loaded into the different 

aircraft sub-systems,figure 18. The tlu-ee software loads required forJHMGS operation 

are the MGl and MG2subsets of15G SGS,and the EU's Operational FlightProgram 

(OFP)test tape. TheEU is developmental hardware;therefore its associated software is 

developmental and notcurrently part ofthe 15G SGS suite. The software configuration 

page is accessed from theSUPT page by pressing theBIT pushtilefollowed by the 

CONFIG pushtile(SUPT/BrT/CGNFIG). 
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Figure 18 Software Configuration Page 

Display BIT Sublevel 

The Display BIT Sublevel provides information on system health and is accessed 

by pushing pushtiles (SUPT/BIT/DISPLAYS), figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Displays Bit Sublevel 
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Pressing theHMD pushtile performs an initiated BIT. While the BIT is in progress,IN 

TEST will be displayed next to HMD on the BIT page. When the BIT is complete,aGO 

will be displayed ifsystem health is good. Additional messages may be displayed ifthe 

system is degraded(DEGD,OVRHT,etc.). Following the BIT,a series offour test 

patterns will be sequentially displayed on theHMD. The test patterns allow the 

evaluation ofHMD display quality and will continue to be displayed until the STOP 

pushtile IS pressed[3]. 

Pushing the HMD MAINT pushtile displays theHMD software configuration 

page on theHMD while simultaneously enablingtwo new options(STEP LINE and 

STEPPAGE)on theBIT page,figure 20. Pushing STEPPAGE will replace theHMD 

software configuration page with theHMD ErrorLog page. A new Error Log page is 

created whenever the JHMCS power is cycled. The system can store up to 23 pages. 

Pushing STEPLINE will cycle through each line ofthe configuration page or the Error 

Log page[3]. 
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Figure 20. HMD Maintenance Options 
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HMDFormatPage 

TheHMDformat page is accessed by selecting pushtiles(SUPT/HMD). The 

HMDformat page,figure 21,allows the pilot to perform the following actions: align the 

HMD,enable or disable HMD blanking,select theHMD brightness mode,select 

symbology reject levels and display the reject programming sublevel[3]. 
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Figure 21. HMD Format Page 

HMD Alignment 

Performing an HMD alignment orients the JHMCS relative to aircraft Foresight. 

This IS necessary for accurate cueing of weapons and sensors. The system must be 

aligned with the HMD donned, visor fully down and locked, and the canopy fully closed. 

The two types of alignments are a course alignment and a fine alignment. A course 

alignment must be performed (at a minimum) to ensure acceptable HMD pointing 

accuracy. To initiate an HMD course alignment the pilot selects the ALIGN pushtile on 

the HMD format page, figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Course Alignment Selection 

The HMD main display will change from displaying the normal HMD symbology to 

displaying the course alignment cross and the course alignment status. Additionally, an 

alignment cross is displayed, centered on the HUD, figure 23. 
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Figure 23. HMD Course Alignment 
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The pilot superimposes the HMD alignmenteross over theHUD alignment cross and 

presses the C/UC button on the throttle until the HMD displays an ALIGN OKstatus 

(approximately2seconds). Ifthe C/UC is released early,ALIGN FAIL will be 

displayed. Ifthe system is degraded LOSFAIL will be displayed. When the pilot 

releases the C/UC button with an ALIGN OK,the system automatically transitions to the 

fine alignment mode[3]. 

The fine alignment mode may be entered bycompleting a course alignmentor by 

manually selecting theFINE pushtile on theHMDformat page. Upon entering the fine 

alignment modetheHMD display will change from displaying the course alignment 

cross to displaying two space stabilized alignmentcrosses,and the course alignment 

status will changefrom ALIGN OKto ALIGN DX/DY,figure 24. 
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Figure 24. HMDFine AlignmentSymbology 

During fine alignment,manipulating the aircraftTDCon the throttle up/down/left/right 

will slew theHMD space stabilized alignment crosses. The pilot will vertically and 

horizontally align the top HMD alignment cross so that it is coincident with theHUD 
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alignmentcross and press the C/UC button. The course alignmentstatus will 

immediately changefrom ALIGNDX/DY to ALIGN DROLL. In this mode, 

manipulating theTDCleft and right will rotate thelowerHMD alignment cross counter 

clockwise and clockwise respectively(pivoting around the upperHMD alignment cross). 

The pilot will align the vertical section ofthe lowerHMD cross with the vertical section 

ofthe HUD alignment cross and press the C/UC button. Following the C/UC the 

alignment status will immediately change back to ALIGN DX/DY. Ifduring alignment 

theHMD display is moved greater than 10degrees awayfrom aircraft boresight, 

alignment status will change to CENTERDISPLAY until theHMD display is returned 

[3]. 

To exit either course orfine alignment,the pilotcan do one ofthefollowing: 

deselect the ALIGN option,select an air-to-air weapon,selectthe menu option,or change 

the position ofthe castle switch. Exiting alignment moderemoves the alignment crosses 

from both theHMD and theHUD[3]. 

HMDDisplay Blanking 

TheHMD displays much ofthe same information displayed on the HUD. To 

prevent a doubleimage when looking through theHUD and reduce clutter when looking 
I 

at cockpit instruments,theHMD incorporates an automatic blanking feature. Selecting 

BLNK(the default)on theformat page enables automatic blanking,and removes mostof 

theHMDsymbology when looking through theHUD orinto the cockpit-blanking region. 

In the air-to-air master mode all oftheHMDsymbology is removed exceptthe 

Sidewinder seeker circle.RadarHACQ circle and aiming cross[3]. 
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HMD Brightness Control 
C 

TheHMD Brightness Control provides three brightness control options; day, 

night and automatic brightness mode. The day and night modes provide brightness 

scheduling for theCRTto allow sufficient brightness for day use and appropriate 
t 

sensitivity for night use. Selecting the AUTO mode utilizes the Automatic Brightness 

Control(ABC)sensorin the HDU. TheHMD registers external brightness(via the 

ABC)and attempts to maintain the registered contrast between the extemal brightness 

and the displayed symbology. The ABC is disabled when the pilotchangesHMD 

brightness via the bnghtness knob on the control panel[3]. 

HMD RejectLevel Operation 

Thesymbology displayed on theHMDcan be rejected independently ofthe 

symbology on the HUD. Reject selection is accomplished via the reject pushtile on the 

HMDformat page. Pressing the pushtile cycles the reject option between NORM,REJ1 

and REJ2,with NORM being the default value. With Norm selected noHMD 

symbology is rejected. When REJ1 is selected all symbology programmed at rejectlevel 

one 18 rejected. When REJ2is selected all sjnnbology programmed at reject level one 

and two is rejected[3]. 

HMD RejectLevelProgramming 

HMD reject levels(REJl and REJ2)are programmable by the pilot. This allows 

the pilot to tailor,according to personal preference,the HMDsymbology. Selecting the 
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REJECTSETUP pushtile on theHMDformat page displays theHMD reject 

programming sub-level,figure 25. This displays the list ofitems that may be rejected. 

To program the reject levels,the pilot moves the selection box(using the 

up/down/left/right arrows on theHMD reject programming page)around the appropriate 

item and presses'On,1 or 2. Selecting"On"programs theHMDsymbology to be 

displayed whenever NORM is selected as the reject level. Choosing"1"assigns theitem 

f 

to reject level one. Choosing"2"assigns the item to reject level two. When reject 

programming is finished the pilot returns to theHMDformat page by selecting RETURN 

[3]. 
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Figure 25. HMD Reject Programming Format 

Electronic Unit Software 

The EU OFP is compatible with the F/A-18, F-15, F-16, and F-22. The same EU 

could be installed into any of the four aircraft [4]. The symbology initiation file is loaded 

into the EU, from the host aircraft's MCs, the first time the EU is installed in the aircraft. 

The symbology initiation file will remain stored m the EU as long as the EU is installed 
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in the aircraft. TheEU(utilizing the symbology initiation file) will display the 

appropriate symbologyformatand orientation on theHMD[3]. TheHMD Software 

Configuration display,figure 26,shows all ofthe separate hardware modules associated 

with theHMDon the left-hand side ofthe display. Adjacentto each module is its 
/f 

associated serial number,software version,firmware version,and elapsed time 

indication. 
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Figure 26. HMD Software Configuration 

Helmet-Mounted Display Symbology 

Symbology displayed on theHMD has been replicated as closely as possible to 

the symbology displayed on the aircraft's HUD,figure 27. This consistentformatand 

orientation between theHMD and HUD presents afamiliar display to the pilot that 

reduces aircrew workload and training[3]. 
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Figure 27. MaximumHMD Symbology 

HUDSvmbology NotReplicated onHMD 

SomeHUDsymbology is not presented on theHMD m order to minimize 

disorienting the pilot. Mostofthe symbology that is aircraftreferenced or referenced 

along the aircraft's boresight is omitted from theHMD[2]. Symbology not displayed on 

theHMD includes aircraft attitude data such as the aircraft pitch ladder,horizon bar, 
/ 

velocity vector,and waterline indicator. Landing aid symbology including bank angle 

cues,ILS cues,and the angle-of-attack bracket are omitted. Symbology used to employ 

weapons along the aircraft's boresight,including gun symbology and air-to-ground 

weapon release symbology is not displayed on theHMD[3]. 

HMDSymbology - Master ModeIndependent 

HelmetLine ofSightData 

TheHMDLOS heading scale displays theHMDLOS azimuth angle relative to 

the aircraft in either magnetic or true heading. This data provides the pilot with a quick 

angular reference for visual targets. TheHMDLOS elevation is displayed relative to the 
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horizon. Figure 28shows the pilotlooking 180degrees south,at 10 degrees below the 

horizon[3] 
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Figure 28. Typical HMD Display 

Aircraft Data 

Aircraft heading is displayed below the HMD LOS heading scale. This digital 

number displays the aircraft heading presented on the HUD [3]. 

Out of Motion Box Data 

The HMD displays "MOTION BOX" if the pilot moves the helmet to a position 

that places the helmet MRU outside the boundaries of the cockpit magnetic map volume 

[2]. If this happens the system can not accurately determine the location and orientation' 

of the helmet and the pilot should move the helmet towards the center of the cockpit until 

"MOTION BOX" disappears [3]. 
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Helmet Video 

Helmet video is provided so those events which take place dunng a flight may be 

recorded and played back for debrief[3]. Thefollowing symbolpgy is only displayed on 

the recorded video and is used for debriefpurposes,figure 29. 
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Figure 29. HMD Video Event Markers 

Upiook Cursor Event Markers 

The upiook cursors are outside the HMDFOY and are notrecorded onHMD 

video Event markers are overlaid and recorded on to the HMD video to denote which 

upiook cursor is selected. A square displayed atthelower leftcomer oftheHMD video 

denotes the left upiook cursor is selected. A triangle displayed at thelower leftcomerof 

theHMD video denotes the right upiook cursor is selected[3]. 

HUD EventMarker 

A circle is displayed at thelower leftcomer oftheHMD video when the trigger is 

squeezed to the second detent or when the weapons release button is depressed 
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Mission Time 

Mission time is displayed at thelower leftcomer oftheHMD video. 

HMDSvmbology - Air-to-Air Master Mode 

Dynamic Aiming Cross 

The dynamic aiming cross is the main cueing reference for the pilot. Selected 

weapons and sensor are cormnanded to the dynamic aiming cross LOS[3]. The dynamic 

aiming cross is normally displaced in the center ofthe HMDFOV. When a pilotlooks 

up (raising helmetLOS)the dynamic aiming cross moves vertically from the center to 

the top oftheHMDFOV,figure 30. This provides additional slaving angle to aid m 

earlier acquisitions The dynamic aiming cross reaches its maximum deflection of9 

degrees aboveHMD center when the pilot's head reaches 30degrees oflookup[2]. 
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Figure 30. HMDDynamic Aiming Cross 
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Radarin ACM mode(HACQ) 

WhenHACQis selected,the Radar is slaved to theHMDLOS and will 

automatically lock the first detected target. A 3.3 degreeFOV dashed"HACQ circle is 

displayed on the HMD,but noton the HUD. TheHACQcircle is notremovedfrom the 

HMD when display-blanking logic is activated. Ifthe pilot attempts to slave the Radar 

beyond the gimbal limits ofthe Radar antenna,the HACQ circle will flash and be 

repositioned from around the dynamic aiming cross to the edge oftheHMDFOV,figure 

31. When the uplook cursors are active the dynamic aiming cross will disappear and the 

HACQ circle will be repositioned from around the dynamic aiming cross to center ofthe 

HMDFOV[3]. 
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Figure 31. HMD Display ofGimbaled HACQ Circle 
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Launch and Steer Target 

Thelaunch and steer(L&S)specific symbology(figure 32)displayed on the 

HMDis identical to the symbology displayed on the HUD,therefore this symbology is 

blanked from the HMD when blanking logic is activated. When a target is created,the 

Target Designator(TD)box is displayed on theHMD adjacentto the target. TheTD box 

will flash when it is outside theHMDFOV and aTarget Locator Line(TTL)will be 

displayed. TheTLLis a variable length pointer that points in the direction ofthe target. 

TheTLL is displayed(60mrlong)when the angular difference between theHMDLOS 

and the target is greater than 10 degrees and grows to a maximum of 125 mr when the 

angular difference reaches90degrees. 
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Figure 32. HMD Display With L&S Target 

AIM-9M/X Sidewinder Selected 

Sidewinder is selected by pushing down on the Weapon Select Switch on the 

flight control stick. When this occurs,the air-to-air master mode is selected and the 

Sidewinder seeker circle is displayed on the HMD. 
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Sidewinder Seeker Circle 

With Sidewinder selected,theHMD displays the Sidewinder seeker symbol at the 

missiles reported position. The Sidewinder seeker symbolis a displayed circle whose 

size IS based on the AEVl-9 variant selected. When AIM-9M is selected,the displayed 

Sidewinder seeker circle is 1.5 degrees. When AIM-9X is selected,the displayed seeker 

circle IS the same size(in degrees)as the AIM-9X seekerFOV. When the Sidewinder 

transitionsfrom slave to track the Sidewinder seeker circle remains at 1.5 degrees for the 

A1M-9M and transitions to 1.5 degrees for the AIM-9X The Sidewinder seeker circle is 

displayed on both theHMD and theHUD simultaneously,butis notremoved from the 

HMD when display-blanking logic is activated. 

Uplook Cursors 

While theCRT does not display the uplook cursors on HMD,they are the pnmary 

cuefor slaving the Sidewinder to high off-boresight targets. During high off-boresight 

acquisition attempts,head movement(usually when looking up)maylimit the pilot's 

ability to place the dynamic aiming cross over the target. The uplook cursors can provide 

additional cueing anglefor earlier target acquisition The uplook cursors bridge the gap 

between attainable HMDLOS(using the dynamic aiming cross)and the Sidewinder 

gimbal limits. When the uplook cursors are activated they are displayed and the 

Sidewinder is slaved to the uplook cursorLOS. The uplook cursors remain displayed 

until the Sidewinder obtains a track or the uplook cursors are deactivated. The uplook 

cursors flash when the Sidewinder is being slaved to its gimbal limits. 
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HelmetLOSBeyond Sidewinder Gimhal TJmif 

Ifthe pilot attempts to slave the Sidewinder beyond its gimhal limit,the 

Sidewinder seeker circle will flash and be repositioned from around the dynamic aiming 

cross to the edge oftheHMDFOV. In addition to the flashing seeker circle,the missile 

FOR line,figure 33,is displayed on theHMD. This provides a real-time reference to the 

pilot for determining the gimhallimits ofthe selected Sidewinder. TheFOR line is based 

on theFOR ofthe AIM-9 variant selected. 
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Figure 33. SidewinderFOR line 

SidewinderLOSBeyond HMDFOV T.imit 

The Sidewinder seeker circle is flashed when it is outside oftheHMDFOV. This 

can happen iftheHMDLOS is beyond the Sidewinder gimhal limits,the Sidewinder is 

being slaved to aL&S target that is outside theHMDFOV,or the Sidewinder is tracking 

a target outside theHMDFOV[3]. 
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AIM-7/AIM-120 Selected 

Similar to the HUD,the AIM-7orAIM-120FOV cirele is displayed on theHMD, 

figure 34. The AIM-7and AIM-120seekers are not slaved to theHMDLOS,but are 

being displayed for weapon selection information only[3]. 
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Figure 34. HMD Display With AIM-7Selected 

HMDSvmbology - Air-to-Ground Master Mode 

When air-to-ground master mode is selected and the JHMCS is operating,the 

HMD provides the pilot with the capability to visually designate A/G targets. When 

HMD pnority has been selected by pushing the Sensor Control Switch forward',theHMD 

will display either the A/G aiming reticle,figure 35,or the aiming cross and TD diamond, 

figure 36. Additionally,theHMD will display the A/G data windows that are displayed 

on the HUD. 
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Figure 35. HMDDisplay WithoutAn A/G designation 

The aiming cross will be displayed at the center oftheHMDFOV when an air-to-ground 

designation has been made. It will not move dynamically as mechanized in the air-to-air 

master mode. Weapon steering cues for the employmentofair-to-ground weapons are 

not displayed on theHMD. 
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Figure 36. HMD Display With A/G designation 

HMDSvmbology - Navigation Master Mode 

In navigation master modetheHMD will display the standard aircraft-state 

information,figure 37. Ifan air-to-airL&S or air-to-ground TD diamond exist,they will 

be displayed on the HMD. Ifeither the L&S orTD diamond is HMDFOV limited,a 
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TTL will pointtowards the appropriate symbol. Ifboth areHMDFOV limited the TT.T. 

will pointtowards the L&S. 
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Figure 37 HMD Display in Navigation Master Mode 
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CHAPTERS 

System Integration 

Liveware to Hardware 

PilottoJHMCS 

Pilot-Helmet Fit 

To achieve satisfactory performance the helmetshould fit snugly and 

comfortably. The HGU-55/P helmet shell is fitted with afoamZETA® liner madp.by 

the Oregon Aero Company. TheZETA liner is secured inside the helmet using Velcro 

strips. TheZETA liner is available m five different widths to accommodate different 

head sizes. Correctly positioning theHMD display over the pilot's righteye is the most 

critical step m the fitting process. TheHMD display is positioned laterally by adjusting 

an Inter-pupil distance adjustmentlocated on the top ofthe HDU. TheHMD display is 

positioned vertically by adjusting the thickness oftheZETA liner. 

System Start-up 

Thefollowing are the minimum steps required for operating the JHMCS. Upon 
t. 

entering the cockpit,the pilot mates the upper halfofthe QDC(attached to the pilot's 

flight harness)to thelower halfofthe QDC(attached to the aircraft). The upper halfof 

the QDCis attached to the mounting bracketon the pilot's torso harness. When theHDU 

is attached to the helmetthe system is readyfor power-up. After the aircraft generators 

have come on-line,theJHMCS can be powered up by rotating the On/OffBrightness 

knob clockwise,offthe detent. Start-up requiresfrom 10seconds to2minutes after 

which the symbology in figure 38is displayed on theHMD. 
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Ifthe display is notshown within two minutes ofapplying power,a system problem has 

probably occurred and the pilot should initiate anHMD BIT. AnHMDBIT may help the 

pilot discover the source ofthe problem. When the system is operating correctly,the 

pilot will configure the JHMCS using theHMDformat page and perform an alignment. 

A course alignmentis the minimum that is required,butafine alignment willincrease 

system LOS accuracy. Following the alignmentthe system is ready for operation. 

System Operation 

While airbome the pilotcan reference aircraft-state information and cue weapons 

and sensors withoutlooking through the HUD. Dunng dynamic air-to-air combat,the 

pilotcan monitor critical aircraft parameters such as speed,altitude,and load factor on 

theHMD while simultaneously keeping sight ofthe target. Real-time awareness of 

speed,altitude and load factor are necessary for achieving maximum aircraft 

performance. The pilot can cue sensors and weaponsin the air-to-air master mode using 

the dynamic aiming cross or uplook cursors. The pilotcan cue weapons and sensors in 

the air-to-ground mode by creating an air-to-ground designation using the aiming reticle. 
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Air-to-Air Cueing 

The pilot's primary aiming cue is the dynamic aiming cross. The aircraft 

computes the dynamic aiming crossLOS and commands the Radar and the Sidewinder to 

pointin that direction. Thetime required for the aircraft to align the Radar/Sidewinder 

LOS with the pilot cued LOS,and then transmitback actual missileLOS for display on 

theHMDis called System Latency[11]. System latency,a result ofdisplay latency and 

mechanical slaving rates,causes theHACQand Sidewinder seeker symbology to lag 

significantly behind the dynamic aiming cross. Thislag prevents the use ofthe HACQor 

Sidewinder circles as airmng cues. A recent study conducted for USAFWnght 

Laboratones showed thatlag between pilotLOS and aiming cues increases acquisition 

time in alinear fashion [6]. TheHACQand Sidewinder symbology is displayed on the 

HMD primarily as an indication ofsystem health. 

Pilotto Sidewinder-HOBS 

Sidewinder Cueing 

TheHOBS was designed to facilitate track and shootfunctions on high off-

boresight airborne targets m the WVR arena. The pilot can cue the Sidewinder in one of 

three ways:using the dynamic aiming cross,acquiring a Radar track in HACQ,or using 

the uplook cursors.When the JHMCS is powered-up and Sidewinder is selected,the 

Sidewinder will be automatically slaved to the dynamic aiming cross on theHMD. Any 

time the Sidewinder obtains a track,the pilotcan easily break the track and slave the 

Sidewinder back to the dynamic aiming cross by pressing the C/UC button on the 
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throttle. Pushing forward on the Sensor Control Switch will select theHACQRadar 

mode,slaving both the Radar and the Sidewinderto the dynamic aiming cross When a 

HACQ Radar track has been obtained,the Sidewinder will be slaved to the RadarLOS m 

an attempt to gain a^Sidewinder track. The pilotcan easily cycle the Sidewinder back 

and forth between the Radar track LOS and the dynamic aiming cross by pressing the 

CAJC button While in HACQ the pilot can cycle back-and-forth between the uplook 

cursors and the dynamic aiming cross by pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch. The 

C/UC button will not deselect the uplook cursors 

Employing HOBS 

Ifan air-to-air engagement has degraded to the WVRenvironment,the pilot will 

attempt to visually acquire and pass the target head-on. Prior to the pass,the pilot will 

select Sidewinder by pushing down on the Weapon Control Switch and select AUTO 

acquisition mode by pressing the C/UC button for more than 0.8 seconds. Following the 

pass,the pilot will tum the aircraft 180 degrees back towards the target. The pilot will 

selectHACQ by pushing forward on the Sensor Control Switch and then select the 

uplook cursors by pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch. The pilot will attempt to 

place the uplook cursors on the target as soon as possible. During normal operation the 

Sidewinder will transition to track when the uplook cursors are placed over the target and 

the target is within the SidewinderFOR. When the Sidewinder transitions to track,the 

uplook cursor will disappear,and the Sidewinder track tone will be transmitted. Ifthe 

Sidewinder does not quickly transition to tra,ck,the pilot should transition from the 

uplook cursors to the dynamic aiming cross by pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch. 
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Asthe target transitions from high off-boresight to medium off-boresight,the dynamie 

aiming cross is a more effective aiming cue. With the uplook cursors deselected,both the 

Radar and the Sidewinder will be slaved to the dynamic aiming cross. Ifthe Radar is 

capable ofobtaining a track it will slave the Sidewinder to the Radar track LOS enabling 

the Sidewinder to acquire the target. When the Sidewinder transitions to track,the 

Sidewinder seeker circle size will be 1.5 degrees and the Sidewinder track tone will be 

transmitted. Once a good track is established the pilot pulls the trigger and shoots the 

Sidewinder 

Hardware to Hardware 

Aircraft to JHMCS 

Aircraft Mission Computer to.THMCS Electronic Unit 

Upon power up ofthe JHMCS,theEU reads the data stored m the HDU,MTU, 

and the CU. This provides theEU with the cockpit magnetic map,helmet 

characterization data,and JHMCS hardware serial numbers. Ifthe HDU,MTU,and CU 

have not been replaced since the last power-up,system power-up could take as little as 10 

seconds. However,ifa piece ofequipment has changed,the power-up time could take as 
/ 

long as two minutes. Once theEU has read the datafrom the external equipmentthe 

aircraft's MCs will provide theEU with any required data. IftheEU is new to the 

aircraft,the MC will have to load the aircraft's symbology initiation file, which may be 

differentfor each F/A-18 variant. Following successful communication between theEU 

and the aircraft's MCs,theEU will computeHMDLOS and begin displaying symbology 

to the HMD. 
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Aircraft to THMCS- Frames ofReference 

JHMCSFrame ofReference 

TheJHMCS MTU and MRU operate in the body coordinate system ofthe 

aircraft. The positive X-axis is out the nose ofthe airplane and the positive Y-axis is out 

the right wing. The positive Z-axis is out the bottom ofthe aircraft with the origin 

centered at the Inertial Navigation System(INS). To produce a magnetic map ofthe 

cockpit,an MRU is mounted on a translatable fixture(a cockpit magnetic mapper)within 

the cockpit,figure 39. The MRU is then moved throughout the cockpit-planned area of 

operation to record the magnetic signature at each point. To accommodate for head 

motion,the orientation ofthe MRU is changed in order to characterize operation when 

the MRU is not aligned with the axes. In operation,the signal received by the MRU is 

compared to the cockpit magnetic map to determine helmet orientation[12]. 

m 

w 

Figure 39. Translatable Fixture-Cockpit Mapper 



AircraftFrame ofReference 

TheINS in the aircraft determines aircraft position in the inertial coordinate 

system with North,East,and Down being the positive directions. Sensor and weapon 

systems such as the Radar and the Sidewinder also report position relative to the inertial 

frame ofreference. Tocue aircraft systems,the body axis LOSfrom the helmetsystem is 

passed to the aircraft MCsfor conversion to the inertialframe ofreference[12]. 

HelmetLine-of-Slght Orientation 

Prior to sending the helmetLOS(in the body coordinate system)to the aircraft's 

MCs,the JHMCSEU applies a series ofcorrections to ensure theLOS accuracy. The 

first correction is based on vertical position ofthe ejection seat. As the seat moves 

through its adjustable range,its position affects the MTU generated magnetic field. 

These changesto the field mustbe compensated for to ensure an accurate LOS. Second, 

a correction is required to correctfor refraction caused bythe aircraft canopy. TheEU 

contains the correction algorithm for both the F/A-18 and the F-15[7]. A third correction 

IS applied to compensatefor the effects ofadditional metal and circuitry such as the 

oxygen mask bayonetfittings and earphones presentin the pilot's helmet. 

MTU toMRU 

TheEU performs the helmetLOS computations.TheMTU(attached to the 

aircraft)and MRU(attached to the helmet)each contain three coils oriented in a X,Yand 

Z-axis configuration. Bycomparing three transmitted signalsfrom the MTU(onefrom 

each axis)to the received signals in the MRU,theEUcomputes the helmet's orientation 
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relative to the aircraft. As an example,the MTU transmits a magnetic field from the coil 

oriented in the X-axis. The magnetic field induces a signal,in varying strengths,in all 

three ofthe MRU's coils Ifthe MRU detects the strongest signal m the coil oriented 

along the X-axis,the helmet and the aircraft are aligned. Ifthe MRU receives the 

strongest signal in the coil oriented along the Y-axis,the helmetis oriented 90degrees 

from the aircraft. Additionally,the time required for the signal to travelfrom the MTU to 

the MRU provides helmet distance information. TheEU requires one MTU-transmitted 

magnetic field from each axis and their respective transmission times to compute helmet 

LOS. 
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CHAPTER4 

Human Factors Evaluation 

General Comments 

TheHOBS wasevaluated for the WVRcombat mission using theSHEL model as 

a guide. Sixteen ACM test flights were performed accumulating a total of 15.5 flight 

hours,table 1. Approximatelyfour ACM engagements were performed during each test 

flight. All ofthe ACM test flights wereflown in the vicinity ofChina Lake,California 

over desert and mountainous terrain under day,visual meteorological conditions. The 

high workload and time cntical requirements placed on the pilot during the ACM test 

flights uncovered many deficiencies that previously wentunnoticed dunng earlier,less 

dynamic phases offlight testing. While many aspects ofthe HOBS were satisfactory, 

only the issues that were enhancing characteristics or deficiencies were listed in this 

chapter. 

F/A-18HOBSACM Test Flights 

Target Aircraft NumberofTest flights Numberofengagements 

F/A-18 - Non-HOBS equipped 9 38 

F-15-Non-HOBS equipped 3 11 

F-15-HOBSequipped 4 

Table 1, F/A-18 HOBS ACM TestFlights 
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Liveware to Hardware 

HelmetFit 

TheHMD was evaluated for helmetfit in the WVRenvironment while 

performing dynamic maneuvers at high load factors. A medium HGU-55/P helmet shell 

was fitted with a size 3,foamZETA® liner made bythe Oregon Aero Company. The 

helmetremained secure on the pilot's head withoutany noticeable discomfort. The 

secure helmetfit combined with the lightweight characteristics oftheHMDenabled the 

pilot to cue the Sidewinder under high load factor conditions,without an increase in head 

and neck fatigue. During all ACM engagements theHMD fit snuggly and comfortably 

with only minor helmet rotation. TheHMD main display and the uplook cursor displays 

were not effected by the slight helmetrotation and display quality remained constant 

throughoutthe WVRenvironment. The satisfactory display quality during dynamic 

maneuvenng allowed the pilot to monitor the aircraft state information(altitude,airspeed, 

load factor)crucialfor achieving maximum aircraft performance. 

Uplook Cursor Display Positioning 

Uplook cursor display positioning wasevaluated during one and two-circle 

engagements. In both ofthese scenanos the aircraft was ih a60-80 degree AOB turn 

towards the target, with the pilotlooking over his shoulder in an attempt to place the 

uplook cursor on the target. Uplook display placementon the visor,both laterally and 

horizontally,was well suited for acquisition cueing. Only small adjustments to head 

movement were required to align the uplook cursor with the target. Additionally,the 

current system design for automatically switching from one uplook cursor to the other 
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uplook cursor was very timely. The appropriate uplook cursorfor the targeting situation 

was always displayed. 

Uplook De-Selection NotIntuitive 

Deselecting the uplook cursors in order to select the dynamic aiming cross as the 

primary aiming cue was evaluated dunng one and two circle engagements. Selecting the 

uplook cursors first required the pilot to selectHACQ. After selecting HACQ,the pilot 

could select and deselectthe uplook cursors by pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch. 

Ifthe pilot lost track ofhow many times the Sensor Control Switch had been pulled aft, 

the pilot had to visually confirm the display ofthe uplook cursors to determine ifthey 

were selected. Additionally,this mechanization resulted in having to use two different 

methodsfor selecting the dynamic aiming cross as the primary aiming cue. Selecting the 

dynamic aiming cross required pushingforward on the Sensor Control Switch ifthe 

uplook cursors were deactivated and pulling aft on the Sensor Control Switch ifthe 

uplook cursors were activated. This mechanization was notintuitive and required the 

pilot to know the pre-existing condition ofthe uplook cursors in order to correctly select 

the dynamic aiming cross as acueing source. 

Liveware to Software 

DynamicAiming Cross Utility 

The dynamic aiming cross(the primary cueing reference forHACQand Sidewinder)was 

too small and unintuitive for quick reference. The pilot had to make aconcerted effortto 

find it on theHMD. When the dynamic aiming cross moved to the top oftheHMD,it 
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blended in with the helmet heading symbdlogy making it difficult to view. The merging 

ofthe dynamic aiming cross and helmet heading symbology occurred during 

approximately80percentofthe(dynamic aiming cross-cued)acquisition attempts. 

Using the dynamic aiming cross m the WVR arena required removing(by programming 

REJl and REJ2)the helmet heading symbologyfrom theHMD display. Unfortunately, 

the helmet heading symbology aided the pilot m obtaining a visual acquisition ofthe 

target aircraft and therefore had its greatest utility in the WVRenvironment. 

TheHACQand Sidewinder circles on theHMD display were distracting and 

contnbuted to the difficulty m utilizing the dynamic aiming cross. TheHMD was 

designed to display the HACQand Sidewinder circles at the reported Radar and 

Sidewinder seeker LOS. Dueto system latency[11]the displayed HACQand 

Sidewinder circles lagged so far behind the dynamic aiming cross(getting up to 180° out 

1 

ofphase)that they cluttered the HMD display and detracted from targeting. TheHACQ 

and Sidewinder circles were not designed for use as aiming cues. The only reason for 

displaying actual Radar or seeker position(prior to alock)was to give an indication of 

system health. While this was advantageous during developmental test and while 
V ' 

performing pre-combat checks,it provided no useful information to the pilot while 

targeting an aircraft in the WVRenvironment. The pilot had the Sidewinder white noise 

tone and the Sidewinder and RadarBIT status to determine system health. 

USN F/A-18 pilots were trained to use the AIM-9M seeker circle and the Radar 

BST circle as an aiming cue when employing their current weapon systems. It was 

extremely difficult for the pilot to deviatefrom this training and ignore the Sidewinder 

and HACQcircles(which were moving erratically on theHMD)and use the dynamic 
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aiming cross as the primary aiming cue. When the pilot reverted to previous training 

during an engagementand attempted to cue using theHACQ or Sidewinder symbology, 

acquisition success was severely diminished. Resultsfrom the WnghtLaboratory's 

Variable-Stability In-flight Simulator Test Aircraft(VISTA)NF-16D flight simulator 

showed that system latency greater than 0.1 seconds increased pilot workload when 

performing missile cueing,due to the pilots tendency to over correct[9]. Pilots agreed 

during the Visually-Coupled Acquisition and Targeting System(VCATS)/F-15 program 

that system latency,not accuracy,was80percentofthe problem when performing 

missile cueing m a dynamic maneuvering environment[10]. 

Sidewinder Seeker Circle Displayed inHUD andHMD Caused 

Ghosting 

When theHMD display was within theHUD blanking region,the system was 

designed to remove all HMD symbologyexceptthe Sidewinder seeker circle.Radar 

HACQ(dashed)circle,and dynamic aiming cross. When the JHMCS wasin operation, 

the Sidewinder seeker circle was displayed on both theHUD and theHMD 

simultaneously. TheHACQ circle was removedfrom theHUD during HMD operation. 

The dual display ofthe Sidewinder seeker circles resulted m increased clutter and 

ghosting when looking through the HUD. Theincreased clutter prevented long-range 

visual sightings ofhead-on targets. The only available method for de-cluttering the dual 

displayed symbology.was to tum offthe JHMCS. 
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HMD Clutter Caused By Gimbaled/Flashing Symbology 
I 

When the Radar or Sidewinder wasHMD display limited,the system was 

designed to flash the appropriate symbolon the edgfe oftheHMD display. Dunng 

acquisition attempts,the flashing symbol was distracting and decreased acquisition 

performance. However,when the Radar or Sidewinder wasm track,the appropriate 
\ 

flashing symbol was usefulin providing a directional cue towards the target. 

- I 

AIM-9XFOR Line Does NotReflect AIM-9X ActualFOR 

TheAIM-9XFORline was designed to provide the pilot with a real-time 

indication ofthe AIM-9X seeker gimballimit. This reference aided the pilot during 

AIM-9X acquisition attempts. Ifthe target wasjust outside oftheFOR,the pilot could 

estimate how far the aircraft's nose had to be repositioned to place the target inside ofthe 

AIM-9XFOR. The AIM-9XFOR display line only reflected actual AIM-9XFORfrom 

0to 30degrees up m elevation. Greater than 30degrees up,theFOR display line was too 

conservative. Fortunately,the AIM-9X displayed seeker circle flashed at the actual AIM-

9XFOR. While the flashing seeker circle gave the pilot an indication ofthe actual AIM-

9X seeker gimbal limit,the seeker circle was much harder to monitor than theFOR line 

dunng dynamic maneuvering. 
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Hardware to Hardware 

AIM-9X Slaving Priority 

While employing the HOBS during one and two circle engagements,the AIM-9X 

slaving prionty was not always given to the primary cueing source. Atthe beginning of 

an engagementthe pilot would cue with the uplook cursors in an attemptto acquire the 

target atthe highest off-boresight angle possible. The pilot would select AIM-9X, 

HACQand then the uplook cursors. With the uplook cursors activated the Radar(in 

HACQ)would be slaved to center oftheHMDFOV,while AIM-9X would be slaved 30 

degrees higher to the uplook cursorLOS. The problem is that the Radar(while tracking) 

would remain the prionty cueing source even when the Radar and the uplook cursor 

(what was being aimed at the target)were pointed in different directions. Ifthe Radar 

obtained afalse lock on the ground or another aircraft in the vicinity,the AIM-9X would 

no longer be slaved to the primary cueing source(the uplook cursors)butto the false 

target along the Radar LOS. To rectify the situation the pilot would first have to 

recognize thatafalse Radar and possibly AIM-9Xlock had been obtained,then push the 

C/UC button to slave the AIM-9X to theHMDLOS,CastleFWD to re-selectHACQ, 

and Castle back to re-select the uplook cursors. The numberofsteps required to reselect 

the uplook cursors after a false radar track prevented high off-boresight acquisitions. 

HACQ Mechanization with Uplook Cursors Selected 

HACQ mechanization reduced the chance ofobtaining a Sidewinder acquisition 

while using the uplook cursors as acueing source,and increased the difficulty of 

transitioning from the uplook cursors to theHMD dynamic aiming cross. WhenHACQ 
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was selected and the uplook cursors were not selected,both the Radar and the Sidewinder 

were slaved to the dynamic aiming cross. This mechanization provided targeting 

redundancy. IftheHMDcued Sidewinderfailed to track the target,butHACQ was able 

to obtain a Radar track,the system would command the Sidewinder to the RadarLOSin 

an attempt to obtain a Sidewinder track. When the uplook cursors were selected,the 

system commanded the HACQ modeofthe Radar to the center ofthe HMDFOV(30 

degrees awayfrom the uplook eursor LOS),and removed the dynamic aiming cross. 

This prevented the Radarfrom assisting the Sidewinder during an uplook eursor 

acquisition attempt. Ifthe pilot was unable to acquire the target with the uplook cursors, 

the pilot had two options. First,the pilotcould leave the uplook cursors selected,rotate 

the HMD30degrees towards the target and point theHACQ dashed circle withoutthe 

aid ofthe dynamic aiming cross. Second,the pilot could deselect the uplook cursors, 

rotate the HMD30degrees towards the target and point the dynamic aiming cross 

(slaving both the Radar and Sidewinder). Using either option,it was difficultfor the pilot 

to transition from looking atthe uplook cursors to looking at the dynamic aiming cueon 

theHMD,while simultaneously repositioning the helmetand maintaining site ofthe 

target. This increased pilot workload resulted in sigmficant acquisition delays. 

Radar ModeFunctionality After LostHACQ Track 

Ifa Radar track was obtained using HACQ,the Radar would notrevert back to 

HACQifthe Radar track was lost. Following lost track,the Radar would revert back to , 

the Range-While-Scan(RWS)mode and take the aircraft outofthe ACM condition. 

During dynaimc maneuvering in the WVR arena,there were many instances where a 
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Radar track on the target was obtained butthe range between the aircraft and the target 

was too close to employ weapons. On mostofthese occasions the aircraft Radar broke 

track as the two aircraft passed each other. Following the pass,the two aircraft would 

turn to re-engage each other. With the currentsystem mechanization,the pilot would 

have to reselectHACQ after every time the Radar broke track. On approximately one-

quarter ofthe engagements the pilot would re-engage the target withoutHACQ(the 

optimum Radar mode)selected. 
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CHAPTERS 

/ I 

Conclusionsand Recommendations 

General Conclusions 

TheHOBS showed tremendous tactical utility in the WVR arena TheHOBS was 

able to consistently acquire targets at high off-boresight angles. TheHOBS allowed the 

pilot to monitor critical aircraft-state information such as airspeed,altitude,and load 

factor while simultaneously keeping sight ofthe target at high off-boresight angles. 

Secure helmetfit combined with the lightweight characteristics oftheHMD enabled the 

pilot to cue the Sidewinder at high load factors. While the presentation ofthe uplook 

cursors were advantageous,the dynamic aiming cross on the main display was difficult to 

utilize as the primary cueing source. The area with the greatest need forimprovement 

wastheHOBS mechanization for transitioningfrom oneJHMCScueing mode to 

another. This mechamzation was not always intuitive and hampered the pilot dunng 

high-workload,dynamic maneuvering. 

Liveware to Hardware ' 

HelmetFit 

Conclusion ' 

The secure fit achieved by the HGU-55/P helmetshell fitted with thefoam 

ZETA® liner is an enhancing characteristic that will increase pilotcomfortand HOBS 

performance. The lightweightHMD will notadd to pilotfatigue during AIM-9X 

acquisition attempts at high load factors. 
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Uplook Cursor Display Positioning , 

Conclusion 

The uplook cursors provide atremendous tactical advantage during high off-

boresight acquisition attempts. The well placed positioning ofthe uplook cursors are an 

enhancing characteristic, which will decrease both acquisition time and pilot workload 

during high off-boresight acquisitions. 

Uplook De-Selection NotIntuitive 

Conclusion 

The unintuitive mechanization for deselecting the uplook cursors is a deficiency 

that should becorrected before deploying this system to the fleet. The current 

mechanization willincrease the time required for transitionmgfrom the uplook cursors to 

the dynamic aiming cross. This increase in transition time will decrease the off-boresight 

angle at AIM-9X acquisition,reducing the HOBS first shotcapability. 

Recommendation 

The system should be mechanized so that the uplook cursors are deselected by 

castling forward on the sensor control switch. This would enable the pilotto select the 

dynamic aiming cross as a cueing source by pushingforward on the Sensor Control 

Switch and select the uplook cursors as acueing source by pulling aft on the Sensor 

ControlSwitch - in all scenarios. 
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Liveware to Software 

Dynamic Aiming Cross^Utility 

Conclusion 
1 

The difficulty in utilizing the dynamic aiming cross as the primary cueing source 

is a deficiency that must be corrected before deploying this system to the fleet. The poor 

visual charactenstics ofthe dynamic aiming cross combined with the additional display 

clutter caused by the erratic movementoftheHACQand Sidewinder circles will increase 
\ 

AIM-9X acquisition time and reduce the HOBS first shot capability. 

Recommendation 

An option called "Tactical"should be made available on theHMD support page. 

Selecting "Tactical" would place theHACQand Sidewinder circles coincident with and 

around the dynamic aiming cross. The circles should move up and down with the 

dynamic aiming cross,as currently mechanized. TheHACQ circle and the AIM-9X 

circle should be the primary aiming cue for targeting. This would increase aircrew 

familiarity and reduce aircrew training. TheHACQcircle and the Sidewinder circle 

should not reflect actual seeker position until the Radar or Sidewinder obtains alock. 

This option should be selected as the default upon system power-up. 

An option called"Maint"should also be available on theHMD support page. 

Selecting"Maint"would display theHACQcircle and Sidewinder circle on theHMD at 

their reported position(as currently mechanized). This option would provide the pilot 

with real timefeedback ofsystem health during aknown system failure(failed BIT)or 

during pre-combatchecks. 
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Sidewinder Seeker Circle Displayed inHUDandHMD Caused 

Ghosting 

Conclusion 

I 

The simultaneous display ofthe Sidewinder seeker circle on both theHUD and 

HMDIS a deficiency that should be corrected before deploying this system to the fleet. 

The increased display clutter,due to ghosting,will preventlong-range visual sightings of 

head-on targets. 

Recommendation 

The AIM-9X seeker circle should be removed from theHUD when theHMD is in 

operation. 

HMD Clutter Caused By Gimbaled/Flashing Symbology 

Conclusion 

The currentfunctionality ofdisplaying theHACQand Sidewinder circles when 

they areHMD display limited is a deficiency thatshould be corrected before deploying 

this system to the fleet. Displaying the HACQand Sidewinder circles atthe edge ofan 

already small and cluttered display reducesHMD display readability and acquisition 

performance. 

Recommendation 

When there is no Radar or Sidewinder track and theHMD is being pointed 

beyond the Radar or Sidewinder gimbal limits,the Sidewinder and HACQcircles should 
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1 

be held space stabilized at their respective FORs until within the HMDFOV. Ifeither 

the Sidewinder or Radar obtains a track,thatsymbolshould be displayed as currently 
s. 

designed. 

AIM-9XFOR LineDoes NotReflectAIM-9X ActualFOR 

Conclusion 

The conservative presentation ofthe AIM-9XFOR line is a deficiency that should 

be corrected in future HOBS configurations. While the AIM-9XFOR is a more intuitive 

presentation,the flashing Sidewinder seeker circle will give the pilot a usable reference 

for the actual AIM-9XFOR. 

Recommendation 

The system software should be corrected so that the AIM-9XFOR display line 

reflects the actual AIM-9XFOR. 

Hardware to Hardware 

A1M-9X Slaving Priority 

Conclusion 

The mechanization that gives the Radar primary slaving priority when the uplook 

cursors are activated is a deficiency that mustbe corrected before deploying this system 

to the fleet. The capability ofthe Radar to command the Sidewinder seeker to a target30 

degrees awayfrom the pilotcommanded uplook LOS will increase the probability of 

shooting the Sidewinder at friendly aircraft. 
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Recommendation 

When the uplook cursors are activated and the Radar obtains a track,the system 

should perform an AOCcheck between the uplook cursor LOS and the Radar track LOS. 

Until AOCis satisfied,the AIM-9X should remain slaved to the uplook cursor. 

HACQ Mechanization with Uplook Cursors Selected 

Conclusion 

HACQ mechanization dunng uplook activation is a deficiency that must be 

corrected before deploying this system to the fleet. Commanding the Radar to aLOS30 

degrees awayfrom the uplook cursorLOS will always prevent the Radarfrom obtaining 

a track on the intended target. 

Recommendation 

Thesystem should be mechanized so that when HACQ is selected,the Radar 

points along the uplook cursor LOS. Asthe pilot attempts an uplook acquisition(from 

high off-boresight to low off-boresight)the uplook LOS and the RadarLOS will 

converge as the target reaches the RadarFOR. This will provide the redundancy that is 

present when cueing with the dynaimc aiming cross. Commanding the Radar to the 

uplook cursor LOS will increase the chance ofobtaining high off-boresight acquisitions 

Radar ModeFunctionality After LostHACQ Track 

Conclusion 

Transitionmg from HACQ toRWS dunng a dynamic engagementin the WVR 

environmentis a deficiency that should be corrected before deploying this system to the 
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fleet. The current system mechanization will require the pilot to reselectHACQevery 

time the Radar breaks track during an engagement. 

Recommendation 

The system should be mechanized to revert back to theHACQ mode whenever a 

HACQ obtained Radar track is lost. 
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